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第二部分使本书有别于其他的操作系统书籍。其他书籍倾向于首先
深入讨论一系列与典型操作系统各个方面相关的独立主题，但这些主题
却互不相关。而本书这一部分的几章选择了一些操作系统分别研究，以
说明操作系统如何根据底层硬件的发展和用户需求的增长而演进。这些
选出来的操作系统都运行在某种类型的个人计算机上。这样做是有所考
虑的。这是基于一个基本的信念，即大多数学生对这些计算机是熟悉的，
他们可能以前见过许多这样的机器和操作系统。学生很可能可以接触或
拥有这些系统，至少是能够接触到比较现代的系统。同时，个人计算机
操作系统的演进是与更大型的计算机操作系统的演进平行的。因此，个
人计算操作系统的例子可以说明最原始的操作系统到最复杂的操作系统
的演进。这些操作系统中的许多在更大型的机器上也是可用的，包括一
些最大型的主机。
45
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第二部分包括五章。第 3 章讨论一个早期的个人计算机操作系统
CP/M。这是一个单用户、单任务操作系统，没有图形用户界面（GUI），
仅支持平面文件系统。如此，CP/M 非常类似许多早期的主机操作系统，
如用于 IBM 709x系列的 IBSYS。我们说明了在这些简单系统中的操作系
统所必需的所有基本机制。这些机制包括内核与操作系统其他部分的分
离、文件系统支持等。
在第 4 章，我们考虑一个用于许多 PDA、手机的操作系统 Palm OS。
通过该操作系统引入两个附加的概念：同时运行多个程序和 GUI 的使用。
这两个需求需要新增的操作系统机制来支持，最值得注意的是 CPU 抽象
的思想和进程控制块。PDA、手机通常没有二级存储设备，但仍有文件
系统的概念，因为应用程序的程序员对文件系统太熟悉了。它们也有
GUI，但屏幕的尺寸是受限的。我们会在该章讨论这两个限制对操作系
统设计的影响。
第 5 章讨论的操作系统引入了新的需求。我们讨论 Macintosh 操作系
统（Mac OS）系列，它从设计伊始就考虑了二级存储。这一操作系统系
列的演进是很有意思的，因为它本身就是螺旋演进的例子。最初的 Mac
OS 仅有一项是我们在 Palm OS 里没有讨论的特性，就是 Mac OS 的 GUI
可以有重叠窗口。它仍是一个单用户系统，有平面文件系统，像 CP/M
和 Palm OS 一样。不过，随着 Mac OS 的演进，苹果公司为之加入了许
多新的特性，如多任务、层次文件系统、多用户（尽管不是并发的）、多
CPU，最后是虚拟内存系统。这些机制被一一讨论，而虚拟内存的主题
自然把我们带到下一章。
第 6 章讨论 Linux，将 Linux 作为一个可以移植到许多不同硬件平台
（从嵌入式系统到实时系统，再到超级计算机）的操作系统的例子。这
里论及的 Linux的主要特性是在设计时就假设它可以被多个终端上的多用
户使用。为了提供这个功能，操作系统必须提供更多的保护机制，特别
是在文件系统中提供。Linux 也是一个开放源代码操作系统的例子，这一
特性也在本章中讨论。本书的后续章节还会更详尽地讨论 Linux。
当要设计一个能够扩展到多台计算机上的操作系统时，又会出现新
的问题。第 7 章就探讨这些问题。通常，这样的系统横跨多个管理域。
几乎可以肯定的是，涉及的组织机构有不同的政策和利益。实际上，这
些政策和利益甚至可能互相冲突。但是这些机构还是有一些共同利益，
促使他们建立跨越界限的系统，而且该章采用 GLOBUS来说明相关的问
题。第 7 章对其他系统也有所讨论。
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现在我们开始本书的“螺旋”部分，每章基于一个特定的真实操作系
统来讨论一种操作系统，从一个真实而简单、功能有限的操作系统开始，
逐步过渡到更复杂的操作系统。本章中我们首先以一个早期的个人计算机
操作系统 CP/M 及其底层硬件的特性为讨论的基础。我们讨论这类操作系
统是如何设计的，也讨论设计背后的理念。尽管这类系统是单进程、功能
有限的，但它们却为专业人员提供了足够的能量来针对数百万的个人计算
机开发成百上千的应用程序。因此，这是一个很好的简单操作系统的成功
案例。随着更复杂操作系统的引入，本章讨论的问题（例如 I/O 管理、文
件系统、内存和进程管理等）将在后续章节进一步扩展讨论。本章只是为
讨论操作系统开一个头，介绍最基础的知识：真实却简单的功能。
本章是这样组织的。3.1 节描述简单操作系统的前身—监控程序，
讨论它们怎样因为标准化的需要而演进成了早期的操作系统。3.2 节描述
这类操作系统所运行的早期 PC系统的特征。3.3 节讨论在这类操作系统中
输入/输出是如何管理的。3.4节讨论文件系统。3.5节讨论进程和内存管理。
当时的系统是相当有限的—它们只能同时运行一个用户程序。起
初，进程管理仅限于加载、启动一个特定的应用程序。随后，后台打印
的功能才添加进来。这个特别功能是现代操作系统中多处理概念的开始。
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操作系统中的内存管理仅限于管理哪部分内存供操作系统使用，哪部分
内存供中断向量表使用，哪部分内存供用户程序使用，哪部分内存供程
序数据使用，等等。但因为内存十分有限，大的程序经常不能完全装在
内存中，或受限于它们能处理的数据量。因此，程序员就有必要将大的
程序分解成段（section），不是所有的程序段都能装入内存，要根据需要
用一个程序段替换另外一个程序段装入内存。这种内存管理技巧称做覆
盖（overlay），将在 3.5 节讨论。再次，这些技巧预示了现代操作系统中
更复杂的内存管理技巧。

3.1 INTRODUCTION: MONITORS AND CP/M
We start this section with a discussion on why a need emerged for a PC operating
system. The predecessors of these OSs were called monitors,1 and had very limited
capabilities. There was no standard for monitors—each manufacturer of early PC
systems used to write their own monitor program, which had unique commands and
conventions. This variety meant that early application programs had to be rewritten
for each monitor.

3.1.1 Introduction to monitors: The predecessors of simple OSs
When personal computing was young and single-chip microprocessors made it possible to build small, relatively inexpensive computers, there was a software crisis.
The advent of cheap microprocessors allowed small startup companies to sell kits for
home hobbyists who wanted to build their own computer. These kits typically contained a circuit board, a microprocessor, some memory, and some additional device
controller chips. The additional chips were for controlling various input and output
devices—for example, cassette tapes, floppy disks, external video terminals, and
printers. There were a large number of companies selling PC kits. At first they were,
by any standard, very limited. In early systems of this type, memory size was one
to four kilobytes—or sometimes even less. Application programs were written in
machine language or assembly language. There was typically no operating system.
Instead, there was a small monitor program usually stored in ROM—read-only
memory—that would allow an application to do simple, common tasks, such as:
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ

output a character to a device such as a video display or Teletype
get a character from the keyboard device
save the contents of all or part of memory to a cassette tape or floppy disk
restore memory from a saved image on tape or disk
print a character to the printer

The monitor did only these basic tasks and not much else.
1

We are talking about a software module that is a precursor to an OS, not a video display terminal,
sometimes also called a monitor and often used on computers.
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An application program could print a character (e.g., a “1”) on the console—a
video display or Teletype—by calling the monitor using the following steps:
1. Put the character in a specific register as specified by the monitor (assume that
this is register E). In this case, the value 31 Hex (the ASCII value of “1”) is
placed in register E.
2. Select a particular monitor function, in this case, the “print a character” function, which has value 2. Place the number corresponding to the selected monitor
function in register C.
3. Finally, a call to the monitor is executed through Interrupt 5. This would cause
the monitor to execute the print function called for by the function code stored
in register C using the character stored in register E.
4. After the monitor outputs the character, it returns a status code in register A that
indicates OK or not OK. Not OK indicated some exceptional condition such as
a device that is not responding or illegal values for some of the parameters to the
function. The application should look at the status code in register A to determine
an appropriate action in case of errors. Typical early applications did not always
check for errors because there was little they could do for most errors anyway.

3.1.2 Why CP/M? What was the software crisis?
There were many companies building computer kits, and each had to provide the
software for a small monitor. These monitors were not large in terms of memory
requirements—a few hundred or a few thousand bytes. Typically, a monitor provided only a dozen functions or so, but these functions required time and expertise
to develop, debug, and build. Even worse, there was no standard monitor or interface
to a monitor. Each manufacturer simply implemented whatever functions they imagined that programmers wanted. For example, passing parameters to functions might
use registers in one monitor. In another monitor, the parameters might be passed in
memory locations. They might use some combination of both methods in a third
monitor. This created a problem for application programming. How could a program be written that was portable—that is, it would run on different manufacturer’s
computers?2 Because of the different monitor programs, application programs would
need to be specially written for each manufacturer’s computers. This situation led to
the development of CP/M (Control Program/Monitor). Created for microcomputers based on the Intel 8080/8085 CPU circuits, it was initially the product of one
person, Gary Kildall of Digital Research, Inc.

3.1.3 Components of CP/M
CP/M (Control Program/Monitor) was written to allow software developers, users,
and manufacturers to have one single, simple, standard interface. The hardware devices
would be isolated from the operating system by a layer of software: the BIOS (Basic
Input/Output System). This BIOS would be similar to a monitor but with standard
2
Since the early application programs were written in machine language, the CPUs had to be identical,
or at least compatible—that is, one CPU’s instruction set had to be a superset of the other.
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specified functions and interfaces. Each manufacturer would adapt the BIOS to the set
of devices included with their particular machine.3 The interface to the BIOS, however, was the same, no matter how the underlying devices might work. Porting CP/M
to a new system consisted mostly of writing the BIOS routines for the hardware.
The core of the operating system was called the BDOS (Basic Disk Operating
System). It was what we call the kernel today. It would be independent of the hardware
and would call the more primitive services in the BIOS. The BDOS software would be
the same for any system that CP/M was to run on. This kind of standardized interface
that provides general system functions but hides the messy hardware details is called
an abstraction. We refer to the technique of abstraction many times in this book.
The last part of the OS was a user interface to the operating system called the
CCP (console command processor). The other commands that the CCP executed
were mostly programs on the disk. These three components of a CP/M operating
system were quite small. Each component was 2,000–4,000 bytes in size and all of
CP/M fit on a few sectors of a floppy disk for booting the computer.
The existence of a de facto standard in CP/M encouraged software writers
to develop application software for personal computers built by a wide variety of
manufacturers. The software could support many input and output devices—such
as different capacity floppy disks, hard disks, and video terminals. Applications did
not need to be custom written for each type of computer. There were hundreds of
programs written within a very short time. For programmers there were text editors,
compilers for many programming languages, and debuggers. There were word processors, accounting packages, simple file systems, games, and many other programs
written that created a booming market for personal computers. And since the operating system was well designed, with a clearly specified interface at each layer, there
were several replacements for the CCP that offered different interfaces.
When IBM decided to enter the personal computing market, the decision was
initially made to use the well-established CP/M standard. Since the CPU for the IBM
PC (Intel 8088) was not exactly compatible to the CP/M-80—which was based on
Intel 8080 and Zilog Z-80 processors—some small modifications were made. The
IBM hardware was well known and specific, so the BIOS could take advantage of
those characteristics.4
In the following sections, we take the liberty of abstracting the hardware of early
IBM PCs and CP/M computers. Our purpose is not to teach CP/M, but rather to use
it as an example to illustrate the features and functionality of a simple OS.

3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF A SIMPLE PC SYSTEM
Early PC systems consisted of a main circuit board—the motherboard of the PC.
The motherboard had a microprocessor chip (CPU), some random access memory
(RAM), a ROM memory that contained the BIOS, and several other integrated
3
It was also possible for a hobbyist user to do this adaptation, since instructions and examples came with
the software. Even something as simple as adding memory to a system required recreating the BIOS.
4
In the end, IBM adopted the MS/DOS operating system—developed by Microsoft—for their PC.
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circuits (ICs) that interfaced these chips together. The motherboard had some slots
to insert additional expansion circuit boards—called cards in early PC terminology. These cards included a video controller that was connected to a video monitor by plugging the monitor’s cable into the video controller card. Other expansion
cards could include additional RAM and floppy disk and hard disk controllers. User
input/output was through a video monitor and keyboard. The keyboard was plugged
directly into the motherboard, which had a keyboard controller chip built in. There
was also a simple clock or timer chip on the motherboard.
A simple system schematic view of the typical hardware components in an early
PC computer system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Some of the characteristics of this
type of system that had major effects on the design of the operating system were the
following:
1. Main memory was quite limited in size. This led to the OS design decision that
a single application program would be loaded into memory at a time. Because
the CP/M OS was quite small, it would be permanently placed in memory. This
includes the loader, interrupt handler, and device drivers. If an application program did not fit into the remaining available memory, the application would
have to be written so that it is divided into sections that individually fit in memory. When a new section is needed, a memory management technique known
as overlays could be used by the application to replace the old section with the
new one.
2. Disk format was standardized. The disk block size and format was fixed for
both floppy and hard disks in early PCs. This led to a standardized file system
design that was based on the standard disk format.

Video
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Keyboard

CPU
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Keyboard
Controller
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3. Interrupt handling was mainly for I/O devices. Since one application would
be running at a time, there was no need for switching between applications. No
CPU scheduling was needed in the OS. The main types of interrupts were for
handling I/O devices.

3.3 INPUT/OUTPUT MANAGEMENT
I/O handling was limited in early OSs since the types of I/O devices were quite limited compared to the wide variety available nowadays. Most application programs
for early PCs needed the following I/O services:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read characters from the keyboard.
Write characters to the video screen.
Print a character to the printer.
Utilize the disk file system to create a new file, read and write to the file, and
close a file.

One problem for many programs was the lack of flexibility in handling keyboard
input and screen output. Because there were many different companies making computer hardware that worked differently, the OS tried to provide a standard way of
dealing with these differences.
Another problem was performance: executing some I/O commands by direct calls
to the BIOS or the hardware was often much faster and more flexible than calling the
appropriate OS command. This led to a tradeoff between portability—if application
designers used only OS calls to perform I/O—versus the flexibility and higher speed
that was possible if application designers used direct calls to BIOS and hardware functions. As an example, we discuss these tradeoffs with respect to the two most common
I/O devices in early systems: keyboard for input and video monitor for output.

3.3.1 Keyboard input—Portability versus flexibility
Keyboards came in many types. They might have 65 to 95 keys placed in different
places on the keyboard. The data transferred from the keyboard might be serialized
or parallel and characters might be represented by seven or eight bits. How could this
be standardized? The BIOS was customized for each type of keyboard, but would
provide the same set of BIOS interface functions to the rest of the OS. The BDOS
would then use those BIOS functions to create a simple OS interface for the keyboard. These functions—OS system calls—for the keyboard were: (1) read a character from the keyboard and (2) check if a key has been pressed. For many applications
this was adequate. If an application used these standard functions for its keyboard
input, it would be portable to any computer system.
But some applications needed additional flexibility. For example, a word processor may want to use “modified” keys—a “control ⫹ S” might save the file, and
a “control ⫹ C” might pop up a command list menu. These special keystrokes or
keystroke combinations created a problem because they were not recognized by the
BDOS and hence could not be passed on to an application. Even worse, some combinations like “control ⫹ C” might be interpreted by the BIOS or BDOS and cause
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some OS action such as a reboot. In this case, it would obviously not pass the keystroke combination to the application.
Applications that wanted additional flexibility to handle the keyboard so that
combinations of keystrokes had meaning to the application bypassed the BDOS.
This was trivial to do. It might mean simply reading keys from the BIOS rather than
the BDOS, or even reading keys directly from the keyboard hardware (actually the
keyboard interface chip). It was easy to bypass the operating system (BDOS) because
in early systems there was no memory protection. Any application could address any
part of memory. It was just as easy to use BIOS calls as to use BDOS calls, and the
BDOS call would not do what was needed by the application. The problem with this
approach is that programs would not be portable anymore, especially if the application went directly to the hardware.

3.3.2 Video monitor output—Portability versus functionality
and performance
The screen—or video monitor—posed even more significant problems. First, the
functions available through the BDOS and BIOS interface functions was rather limited. There were many features of video systems that could not be used directly
by the simple OS system calls. For example, one could not use color, write multiple “pages” of video memory to simulate motion by rapidly displaying a series of
images, or move the cursor independently of writing to the screen. Second, and even
more critical, screen output using BDOS was very slow. Many applications would
write characters directly to the screen memory and access the video controller hardware directly. Many applications would also move the cursor using BIOS calls. The
main reason for bypassing BDOS was to improve application performance.
Writing directly to video memory provided not only more functionality but was
also much faster than going through an OS system call. Depending on the programming language used, it could be 100 times faster or even more! Bypassing the OS to
display characters created the same type of portability problems that bypassing the
keyboard did. But the performance benefits were so significant that many application programs ignored portability to improve performance. This was especially true
of game programs, which always tried to wring every possible ounce of performance
out of the hardware. Games have always driven the rapid progress of PC hardware
development.
For example, to put a white-colored “⫹” on a black screen background required
a call to a single machine instruction: “Move 0F800, 2B07.” Writing text directly
to video memory was relatively straightforward. Video memory began at location
0F800 Hex, which corresponded to the first visible character on the upper left corner
of the screen. It was followed by the video attributes of that character. In the case of
a color adapter this was 8 bits of information: 3 bits of color information for the foreground5; 3 bits of background color; one bit for “high intensity foreground” (bright);
and the last bit for blinking the character. So the character “⫹” (“2B” ASCII) was
written to the screen at location upper left corner (F800) and was set to a foreground
5

Color was specified using 1 bit each for red, green, and blue; white is all 3 bits as 1’s.
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FIGURE 3.2
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of white (“7”) on a black (“0”) background. A black character on a white background
would simply have the attribute “70.”

3.4 DISK MANAGEMENT AND THE FILE SYSTEM
Since so many applications bypassed the keyboard and video OS system calls, what
did the OS really provide? One of the main services that such an early OS provided
was a standard and portable file system. About 75% of OS system calls were disk file
related. In this section, we discuss the file system for CP/M but first we describe the
disk system that is the basis for the file system.

3.4.1 The Disk System
In early PC systems, there was a standard for the hardware disk devices for use with
the file system—the 8-inch floppy, illustrated in Figure 3.2. This floppy had a hole
in the middle where the floppy disk drive would position it on a spindle. The spindle
is connected to a disk drive motor that would spin the disk at 360 revolutions per
minute. The standard disk had 77 tracks numbered from track 0 at the outside track
furthest from the hole to track 76 at the innermost track. Tracks were concentric
circles—each track began and ended equidistant from the center hole. A track contained 26 sectors (sometimes called blocks), the first sector numbered 1 and the last
sector 26.6 Each sector contained 128 bytes of data, plus some control information,
such as which sector number it was. Floppy disks were two-sided, with the sides
numbered, not surprisingly, 0 and 1. There was a small hole called the index hole
near the center hole that was used by the disk controller to find out where the first
sector of each track was. Since all tracks had 26 sectors, the tracks were longer on
the outside and shorter on the inside, but each track held the same amount of data.7
6
7
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The disk system was comprised of the disk drive and disk controller. The disk
drive held and rotated the disk media (a floppy disk), which actually contained the
stored data. The disk controller was usually built on to the computer’s motherboard
or on a circuit card plugged into the motherboard. Disk drives can move a disk
head—which contains read and write magnetic sensors—from track to track. To
read any individual sector on a track, the drive must wait for the sector to rotate
under the disk head.
A disk controller can take commands to read or write a sector or multiple sectors
on a given track and on a given side of the disk. When the disk drive head movement
motor moved the head it might sometimes miss (go to the wrong track). The controller would notice this (each sector of each track has the track number on it) and
would reposition the disk head correctly. Sometimes sectors may be incorrectly read
and again the disk controller would notice this and try to read again. The controller
would also reorient itself to start looking for sectors on tracks starting after the index
hole rotates around. All of these activities are invisible to the OS or even the BIOS.
They are implemented either at the hardware level of the disk controller itself or on
the software controlling the specialized processor on the disk controller. This software embedded in ROMs on controllers is often known as firmware.
Such a standard disk for early PC systems contained: 77 (tracks) * 26 (sectors per track) * 128 (bytes per sector) * 2 (sides) ⫽ 512,512 bytes of raw data
(500 Kbytes), after being formatted by the OS. Disk formatting is the process of
writing control information on the disk to divide the disk tracks into sectors. This
standard disk was used as the basis for implementing the OS file system for PCs,
which we discuss in the next section.

3.4.2 The File System
The OS had a simple file system built on top of the BIOS to store user and system files.
A part of the system files that can be stored on a disk contain the binary OS code itself.
In addition, each disk has a directory that stores information about all files stored on
the disk, their sizes, the physical disk locations (sectors) where they are stored, and so
on. The files stored on disk may contain any of the following types of data:
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ

application-produced data (documents, spreadsheets, source code)
application program executables (binary code)
directory information (the names of the files, date created, location—where it is
stored on the disk)
the binary executable of the operating system (the OS executable, used to load
or “boot” the OS)

To accommodate the different types of information stored on a disk, each physical
disk is divided into three areas for a BIOS file system, as shown in Figure 3.3:
ɀ
ɀ

a reserved area, where the OS executable is placed (also called the disk boot
area)
the file directory area containing entries with information about each file stored
on disk
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FIGURE 3.3

Track 0
Disk Boot Area

Typical CP/M file
system layout.

File Directory Area

Data Storage Area

Track 76

ɀ

the data storage area for data and program files, which occupies the remainder
of the disk and is the largest part of the disk.

The BIOS has a built-in table that gives the size of each of these areas. We now discuss the contents of each of these areas in more detail.

Disk boot area
The simplest part of the file system is this reserved area, which holds the OS binary
for booting the PC. This area is not visible from the file system—it has no directory
entry and no name. The loadable image of the BIOS, BDOS, and CCP are written
in this area, sector-by-sector, track-by-track, starting at track 0, sector 1. These are
not part of any “file.” They simply occupy the first few tracks of a disk. The BIOS is
usually 2 KB, the BDOS is 3.5 KB, and the CCP is 2 KB, so together the OS binaries
occupy the first three tracks.
When the computer is turned on or rebooted a small program in ROM is run that
copies the OS executable image from disk to memory and then starts executing this
program—the Operating System. This is called booting or OS loading.8

File directory area
The size of the directory area is fixed and is recorded in a table in the BIOS. For a
floppy disk the directory holds up to 64 entries of 32 bytes each.9 A disk directory
entry layout is shown in Figure 3.4. Each entry in a directory contains the following:
1. A user number. This is actually a group number from 0 to 15, which allows multiple users or groups to share a disk and collect their files into a group. Notice
that there are actually no subdirectories—all files are in one directory. Group
numbers provide an illusion of having single-level subdirectories. In effect these
are virtual subdirectories.
2. A file name and file type. These may be considered as one item, which is 1–8
characters of file name and 0–3 characters of file type—often called 8.3 file
8
In modern PCs, a similar booting is usually done from the hard disk rather than a floppy. The hard disk
is usually preloaded with an OS by the PC manufacturer.
9
For hard disks, it is of course much larger.
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User Number - 1
File Name - 8

FIGURE 3.4
CP/M file directory
entry.

File Type - 3
Extent Counter - 2
Reserved - 1
Number of records - 1
Allocation - 16

names. If the actual file names are smaller than 8.3 they are padded with spaces.
Not all characters are allowed in file names. A period is used to separate the file
name and type (e.g., MYFILE.DOC) but is not stored in the directory, so using
periods or spaces is not allowed. While utility programs that come with the OS
do not allow illegal names, the OS calls that an application program uses to create, open, or rename a file do not actually check the names, so an application can
create files that may not be accessible to other programs.
3. An extent counter. An extent is the portion of a file controlled by one directory
entry. If a file takes up more blocks than can be pointed to by one directory entry
it is given additional directory entries. The extent is set to zero for the first part
of the file and then is sequentially numbered for each of the remaining parts of
the file. Large files will have multiple directory entries with the same file name
but different file extent numbers and a different group of allocation pointers in
each entry. Since files may be deleted and their directory entries reused, the
extents may not be in order in the directory.
4. The number of records. This is actually the number of 128-byte records used in
this extent. If the count is 080x, this extent is full and there may be another one
on the disk. File lengths are rounded up to the nearest 128 bytes, so applications
had to know how much data was really in the last record. This lead to the convention of a Control-Z character to mark the end of a text file.
5. An allocation map. This is a group of numbers of (or pointers to) the disk blocks
that contain the data for the file. There are eight pointers of 16 bits each. Each
value points to a sector on the disk that contains part of the file. If the file is so
small that it contains fewer than eight sectors, then the unused pointers are set to
zero. If the file is too large and eight sectors are not enough to contain the file’s
data, then an additional extent is allocated and another directory entry filled in.
On some systems there were 16 pointers of eight bytes each. Such inconsistencies were one of the main problems that restricted the growth of CP/M.

Data storage area
The data storage area contains the data blocks for the files. For the system to
access a file, the user or application program would provide the file name and the
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file system would search the disk directory to determine if a file with that name
was stored on the disk. If the file name was found, the directory entry would have
the addresses of the sectors where the file was stored, so the file data could be
accessed.
Note: Actually, the disk structure is just a bit more complicated. If you count
up the total number of file pointers as described above, in all files, 64 (directory
entries) * 8 (file pointers per entry) gives 512 sectors, but there are more sectors
(77 * 26 ⫽ 2002) on a floppy disk! This would not allow one to use most of the
floppy space. So, in reality, rather than pointing to an individual sector, sectors are
grouped together into allocation blocks, which are consecutive sectors grouped
together. The size of these allocation blocks is determined by the size of the disk, but
in typical early floppies it is eight sectors, or 1024 bytes. So in reality each directory
entry points to up to eight allocation blocks of 1024 bytes each.
Here are a few observations about and limitations of this file system structure:
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ
ɀ

There are no dates or times in the directory.
There is no explicit file size entry, so the file size must be calculated roughly
from the number of pointers in its directory entry and possible extents.
There is only a single directory with no subdirectories, but group numbers give
the illusion of a one-level subdirectory.
A file must be stored entirely on one disk.
If the directory is full, so is the disk. The directory is a fixed size, so only 64 files
or fewer can be stored on a floppy disk.

An Observation: One of the biggest complaints against CP/M was the 8.3 file names,
something that should have been relatively easy to fix. Directory entries, where
file names are stored, are 32 bytes long. They could have easily been lengthened to
48- or 64-byte directory entries, allowing 23.3 or even 40.3 names. But the original
design was simple, and the designer did not want to use too much disk space for the
directory. The design compromise was made to minimize the disk space (and memory space) for each directory entry. This was particularly important for floppy disks
where the file contents and directory entries together were a few hundred kilobytes.

3.5 PROCESS AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT
In the more complex OSs that we will study later, the topics of process and memory
management are covered first since processes correspond to what a user wants to get
done, so they are of primary importance. But in this simple OS, process management and memory management are rather limited, since only one program at a time
is executing. And the issues of hardware abstraction and file systems were therefore
more significant.
Still, even with this limited functionality, there are several process and memory
issues that the OS must handle. First, we discuss the typical flow during program
execution. Then we discuss command processing. Finally, we discuss memory management and an overlay technique that can be used when the program to be created
is larger than the main memory space available.
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3.5.1 Creating and executing an application program
An application program is usually written by typing the program language instructions into a text editor. It is then compiled or assembled (or both) and finally linked
together with library routines using a link editor. This results in a program image
file that is ready to be loaded into memory and run. The program image has been
given many names, for example program executable, program binary, or runnable program. After a few rounds of debugging this program is ready for use.
In order for a program to begin running, its executable binary code file must be
loaded into memory. This loading process is usually done by the CCP. The CCP is
itself an application program that provides a few built-in functions—for example,
the “DIR” command gives a directory listing of all files, and the “ERA” command
erases a file or a group of files. CCP accomplishes its work by making only BDOS
calls—it never calls the BIOS or hardware directly. This makes the BDOS more
easily portable to a new hardware system. When a name is entered to the CCP, it
first looks to see if it is the name of a built-in command. If so, then that command is
executed. If the name is not that of a built-in command, then the CCP tries to find an
executable program file on the disk with that name. If one exists, then the contents of
that file are loaded into memory and the program starts running. There was a special
code in the program header that would identify the file as being an executable program. Alternatively the command the user entered might name a text file that was a
string of commands that the CCP should read and execute one at a time. These were
called subfiles in CP/M after the standard extension “.sub,” which was the second
part of the file name. Command files of this sort are commonly known as scripts or
batch files.
In CP/M, normal application programs are always loaded into RAM beginning
at address 0100 Hex. Having a fixed load address for all programs makes it easy for
compilers and linkers to create executables, since the program starting address will
be known in advance.
Programs typically need additional memory for static data—for example,
predefined fixed-size data such as static strings. In addition, a stack is needed for
dynamic data—for example, temporary variables. The predefined static data are
loaded into memory following the loading of the program binary file. Additional
memory following static data is reserved for other data. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
general memory map for the various parts of an executing program.
The stack is initially placed at the highest location in memory that is just below
the OS code. The stack grows in memory toward lower memory addresses (see
Figure 3.5). After loading is complete, the OS calls the first instruction of the program as though it were calling a subroutine. The program executes until it has finished its work, at which time control simply returns to the CCP program that loaded
it. The CCP might still be in memory, but if it is not then it is simply reloaded from
the disk. As a program executes it may use all available memory anytime it wants to
except for reserved memory containing the OS or parts of the OS.
The process executes from start to finish. If it requires I/O, the CPU will remain
idle until the required I/O is completed. For example, the process may wait for user
input from the keyboard. For large programs that do not fit entirely in memory, the
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FIGURE 3.5
Typical memory
contents when
executing
a program.
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program code is typically divided into several segments that are brought into memory
separately. When one segment calls a function whose code is not in memory, a technique called memory overlay is used to bring in the new code segment in place of
the other code segment currently in memory. Implementing overlays was left up to
the application program, though it usually had some assistance from the application
libraries. We discuss this technique further in Section 3.5.3.

3.5.2 Command processing via the CCP
In our simple OS the CCP is a program pretty much like any other. The CCP is perhaps better structured than some programs since it only uses OS system calls and
never bypasses the OS. In other OSs, the component similar to the CCP is sometimes
called a shell or command interpreter. A user can directly invoke CCP commands
by typing a CCP command or the name of an executable program file. Still another
name for this kind of command interpreter is command line interface, since each
command is entered on a screen line and is submitted to the command interpreter
when the user presses the <carriage return> or <enter> key. The CCP was linked to
load in high memory just under the BDOS. When a program was finished running, it
would exit by returning control to the BDOS, which would check to see if the CCP
was still intact in the memory. If it was, then the BDOS would return control to the
CCP without reloading it.
Many users prefer additional functions or a different “look and feel,” menus
or graphics, for instance. It was fairly common to replace the CCP with a shell
more suited to a one’s likes. In many OSs one has a choice of several different
shells. Writing a command processor or shell is a fun exercise. But like many
programs, as you and others use it, it will need new and more complex functions added, such as recalling past commands or the ability to chain commands
together.
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3.5.3 Memory management
As we discussed in Section 3.5.1, the basic handling of memory by the CP/M OS is
quite simple. All programs are loaded at a fixed address in memory. Programs are
divided into two parts: (1) the program executable code and (2) fixed (static) data—
such as constant values in the program, character strings, and so forth.
The software that copies these two parts into memory from disk is called a
loader, and is a part of the CCP command processor. A program also needs some
stack space to store temporary variables, pass parameters to called subroutines, and
return data from those routines. The stack was placed at the highest location in memory, immediately below the OS itself. This allowed the stack to “grow” downward in
memory and not “collide” with the program data—unless no more memory is available. Figure 3.5 illustrates this memory structure.
But CP/M had no provision for detecting a collision between the stack and fixed
data. Such an occurrence would usually either crash the program or produce strange
results because the CPU had no memory management registers for memory protection. Such memory overwriting bugs were difficult to find and fix and occurred frequently on CP/M systems.
For programs written in some high-level programming languages—for instance,
Pascal or C—there is a large pool of memory that can be dynamically allocated and
returned called the heap. The heap was set aside by the loader, but managed by routines in the high-level language runtime libraries. Not all programs used a heap. If
there was one, it would be located in memory between the fixed data and the stack.
A program header was located in memory immediately preceding the executable binary code. The program header contained pointers to memory addresses
where the stack is located and where the fixed data is located. It also contained a
pointer to strings passed as parameters to the program when the user typed the command and supplied arguments to the program. For example, if a user entered a command to run a text editor, the command line would probably also include the name
of the file to be edited.
Why was the OS located in the highest part of memory rather than in low memory? Because CP/M systems did not all have the same amount of memory. Some
computers might have 32 KB of memory, others 48 or 64 KB. So the operating
system would be generated (configured) to occupy the highest locations in memory, leaving a fixed address—always 100 Hex—to load programs. If the OS became
larger it would start at a lower address in memory, but not force any program to
change addresses, although a user program would have less memory remaining in
which to run. This meant that when the OS was upgraded to a new version it was not
necessary to relink all the application programs.

3.5.4 Overlays
The maximum size of memory in a CP/M system was constrained by the amount of
memory that the CPU could address. Initially, this was 64 KB but some later versions
of the CPU allowed more memory and some computers had additional hardware
added to provide “banks” of memory that could be mapped into memory spaces by
program control. What happened if a program would not fit in the available space?
This problem had been an issue since the earliest days of computers.
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Of course, programs that manipulated large amounts of data could keep some
of the data on disk, rather than in memory, bringing in only what was needed at a
given time. But what could be done about programs whose binary code was large?
Those programs could similarly bring in only those parts of the program needed for
some part of the processing. These parts or programs would “overlay” each other
in the same locations in memory and were called overlays. Programs that had large
amounts of code would be divided into a main part of the program and other program sections. The main part of the program would always reside in memory. Those
sections of the program that were only needed sometimes would be brought into
memory as overlays that replaced other sections. Typical candidates for overlays
were some large computations or error-handling routines.
The programmer would have to identify those parts of the program that should
be grouped together into an overlay. When designing overlays, it is important to avoid
one overlay calling into a different overlay that would take the place of the first one
in memory. The actual loading of overlays was done by the programming language
runtime library, which used CP/M system calls to load an overlay. The programmer would indicate to the compiler which parts of a program—which functions and
procedures—would be in each overlay, and the compiler produced the loadable overlay code. Figure 3.6 illustrates these concepts. Here, a program has one main part and
three overlays. Only one of the overlays would be in memory at any particular time.
An example of a program that might use overlays is an assembler. The source
program is typically read twice. During the first pass the assembler is building a
symbol table and allocating space for both code and data. Then the source program
is reread and the actual code generation takes place. Now the assembler has sufficient information to generate the instructions and fill in the addresses they reference. Clearly these two passes over the source program do not reference one another
directly and can thus overlay one another. In this case there are often at least two other
Low memory
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possible overlays. One would be an initialization phase that takes in the user control
options, opens the input file, allocates the symbol table, and so on. A second might
be providing additional printed output about the file such as a listing of the generated
code with the user comments. While that full assembler might run in a large machine
without overlays, smaller machines might not be able to run it. In addition, the size of
the source program that can be handled is limited by the storage space for the symbol
table, so that an overlaid assembler can handle much larger programs.

3.5.5 Processes and basic multitasking
Even in early systems with limited memory and slow processors, users wanted to do
some work in parallel. One very common request was the ability to print a file in a
background process while editing (or playing a game) in a foreground process.
This processing of printing while allowing another foreground program to run was
a very widely requested feature. Printers were slow, and starting a print job and then
leaving your computer printing and walking away for 30 minutes or an hour was
very boring, and wasteful of a most valuable resource—a person’s time. This was
especially true if something went wrong and the user returned 30 minutes later to
find that the printer was waiting for user attention.
CP/M’s solution was a background printing process. A small program was
loaded into memory at the highest location of memory, immediately below the OS.
This program initialized itself and then returned control to the CCP, allowing another
program to run. When a user wanted to print in the background, the name of the file
to print was passed to the background print handler. This would print a little bit of
the file—a line or two—whenever it got control. The background process would
typically get control any time a foreground process did a system call, or possibly by
setting a timer and causing an interrupt of the foreground process.
Background printing gave the appearance of the computer doing two things at
once, something called multitasking. The background print handler would allow only
printing in the background, and nothing else. Users liked the idea of doing work in
parallel, especially input and output that was very slow, like printing on early printers. We will see that all newer OSs, even those on very small devices, have some sort
of multitasking facility.

3.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we presented the typical components
of a simple OS with limited capability. We based our
presentation on the features of an early personal computer operating system, CP/M, and the basic hardware of early PC systems. We started by describing
the predecessors of simple operating systems, called
monitors, and discussed how they evolved into early
operating systems because of the need for standardization. We then described the characteristics of the
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early PC systems for which this type of OS was
used. Next, we discussed how input/output was managed in such an early OS. We saw that application
programs often ignored the use of standardized I/O
functions provided by the OS to achieve better performance and more flexibility.
We then continued with a description of the file
system in such a simple OS, and the standard disk
devices that the file system was based on. We then
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moved on to discuss process and memory management. We saw that a program binary was always
loaded starting at a fixed predefined memory location
because only one program was in memory at a time.
Other parts of memory stored the OS binaries and fixed
program data. A stack area was reserved for storing

dynamic data. We discussed the techniques of overlays
for large programs that could not fit in memory. Overlays allowed programmers to divide a program into
sections that would replace one another in memory
when needed. Finally, we discussed an early example
of multitasking—that of background printing.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
3.1 What kinds of limited functions did early PC
monitor programs provide?
3.2 What kind of error checking was done on the arguments to the calls to the monitor program? What
was the likely result?
3.3 In the PC era there were a multitude of small
startup hardware vendors and all of their users
were clamoring for software. What was the characteristic of early monitors in this environment
that led to the development of a real OS?
3.4 What was the overriding characteristic of the
hardware systems that CP/M and MS-DOS were
designed to run on and what were some of the
design decisions that were made as a result?
3.5 The basic I/O needs of early programs were fairly
modest. Some applications, however, had somewhat more complex needs. In many cases the
functions provided by the monitor were much
slower than equivalent functions that were in the
BIOS code. What did the application programmers do when the functions the OS provided
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hid the functions that the application needed or
were so slow that the performance of the application was unacceptable? What problems did that
cause?
3.6 Besides the keyboard and video, what was the
other major I/O system that was very important in
the early OSs?
3.7 To the command interpreter, most of the commands that a user types are executed by finding a
program on the disk with that name and running it.
A few commands are not mapped to programs on
the disk. Where do they reside?
3.8 On a floppy disk (or a hard disk) the heads on all
of the surfaces will be in the same relative position
over the surfaces measured in from the outside
of the disk. As the disk rotates a certain portion
of a surface will pass under each head. What is
that portion of the surface called? That portion is
divided up into smaller pieces. Those pieces are
the smallest addressable portion of the disk. What
are these pieces called?
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3.9 CP/M divided the contents of a floppy disk into
three parts. What were these three parts?
3.10 Why does the CP/M OS reside in high memory
instead of low memory?
3.11 True or false? Overlays are an obsolete technique
used when system memories were very small and
are no longer used in modern systems.
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3.12 While CP/M did not allow true application multiprocessing, it did allow one sort of background
processing. What was that?
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